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provisory title a message for everyone

synopsis send a message to the world: diversity is wealth

you have a message to be sent?
The idea of the project is to summarize in a large performance the deep meaning which is 
underpinning the Arts’R’Public project: diversity is an asset, not an obstacle.
The project is expected to involve children, with a possible age from 5 to 10 years, who will 
be asked to write on a card what it is for their diversity. All cards will be tied to helium balloons 
and then will be let go to “contaminate” the entire city.

reference artistic? none

artistic discipline for public space / form of representation performance art

concept preview
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sedentary or traveling sedentary

day or night day

use of the word during the creation? yes

number of participants in the project around 100 childrens, number can vary

type of public any

reasons of choices
meaning of the project, contaminate public space, link different generations

capacity / number of spectators expected
the audience who will pass during the performance art

need / time / space / material / estimated
1. To carry out the project, it will be necessary to involve a school.

2. A group of 100 children, after speaking about diversity and the artistic project, will be 
asked to write what diversity is for each of them.

3. In the 4 corners of the square, where will be present the performance, it will 4 groups of 
balloons in 4 different colors. The children will be divided into 4 groups, and through the help 
of a person, bind tickets to the balloons thread.

4. When all four groups will be set, it will ask to children to reach the center of the square, 
and exchanging their balloons with one of another child. In this way the children will read and 
reflect on the meaning of diversity, from a different point of view.

5. At the end of the exchange, thanks to a countdown, the balloons will be let go into the sky 
and contaminate the city of color. Messages will be read by anyone who crosses their path 
along a colorful balloon, generating amazement, curiosity and interest.
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more technical details

> Issue of balloons as waste
In the stores, there are available biodegradable balloons which are the same of the traditional 
one but more expensive.

> Required permit for the launch of balloons in the sky
I had already treated with Tom this theme when I was in Hamburg, he has to check with the 
municipality.

> Number of helpers for the performance
Assuming that if there will be a participation of children, at least two teachers will be present 
during the performance. It would therefore be necessary, in principle, other 2 people to be 
able to coordinate the 4 groups of children. The same two people they could help me before 
to inflate and prepare the material for the performance art.

> Number of children for performance
If possibile, 100 children would be a fair compromise between the management 4 groups (4 
colors of balloons) and the scenography effect of the performance.
If will be no possibile, the number decrease and every child will take with them more balloons 
instead of just one.

> Work with the children before the performance
Plan A: If I will get in Hamburg 5/6 days before the official date, I will take in charge of some 
workshops for the chicldren with the help of teachers. I will work with them and gather the 
phrases that will be reported on the balloons.
Plan B: If will be not possible, I have to be able to talk via email with one teacher at least, to 
develop the activities for the children and then collects the sentences.

> Arrival in Hamburg
Since the performance art should take place Friday, May 16 at 18:00, I have to arrive in 
Hamburg at least a couple of days before to prepare all the necessary material.
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step 01 Große Bergstraße - Altona City Market

Große Bergstraße - Altona City Marketstep 02
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step 03 Große Bergstraße - Altona City Market

Große Bergstraße - Altona City Marketstep 04


